
Here’s a summary of how 
the WHO H1N1 vaccine 
scam worked:
Step 1) Exaggerate the risk: WHO hypes up the 
pandemic risk by declaring a phase 6 pandemic even 
when the mortality rate of the virus was so low that it 
could be halted with simple vitamin D supplements.
Step 2) Urge countries to stockpile: WHO urged 
nations around the world to stockpile H1N1 
vaccines, calling it a “public health emergency.”
Step 3) Collect the cash: Countries spend billions 
of dollars buying and stockpiling H1N1 vaccines 
while Big Pharma pockets the cash.
Step 4) Get your kickbacks: WHO advisors, 
meanwhile, collected their kickbacks from the 
vaccine manufacturers. Those kickbacks were 
intentionally kept secret.
Step 5) Keep people afraid: In order to keep 
demand for the vaccines as high as possible, WHO 
continued to flame the fears by warning that H1N1 
was extremely dangerous and everybody should 
continue to get vaccinated. (The CDC echoed the 
same message in the USA.)
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The baby they brought back to 
me was not the same baby they 
left with. This was not my calm, 
serene baby. This baby cried 
furiously, refused to fall asleep in 
the bassinet, or even be put down. 
I joked several times that we had a 
baby mix-up going on here but I 
tried to dismiss all thoughts that 
maybe…just maybe the vaccine 
did this

This is my beautiful 10 month old. 
I gave him his DTaP at 3 months (a 
little late bc he was ill at 2 months 
old). He began having seizures 
from it and they never went away. 
He also developed several allergies 
and has celiacs.

I state that my three 
children affected by 
vaccine reaction, were 
born perfectly healthy and 
that the manifestations of 
the disease appeared only 
after the first Sabin polio 
vaccine.

The toddler was mistakenly 
injected with the Gardasil 
vaccine, given to teenage girls to 
prevent cervical cancer, when he 
was just six weeks old, but doctors 
cannot say whether the vaccine 
caused the deadly disease.

Ella is paralyzed and on 
a pressure ventilater as 
her motor nerves are 
thought to be damaged, 
she is today in a state 
similiar to "locked in 
syndrome" shes is in 
there I can see my girl 
in her eyes but she cant 
talk anymore and walk 
but she is trying so hard 
, she feels pain,she cries a 
silent cry, and just been 
threw hell, all because 
I didnt know my baby 
wasnt strong enough to 
get a vaccination.

This photo was taken 9 
days after the vaccination 
and he died when he was 
47 days old, so that almost 
his whole life was one of 
agonising suffering - all 
for the sake of profits and 
medical BS dogma. :-(
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These Are The Personal Stories
This is a small collection of photos people have posted onto the Facebook ‘Vaccine reactions and injuries photo gallery’ and ‘Vaccine-Free 

Children Photo Gallery.’ Vaccinations can have a wide range of malcious effects on a small child. The most common and most serious include 
Autism, Guillain-Barre, sleeplessness, SIDS, Cancer, numerous untold neurological disorders, hyperactivity and the development of allergies.


